PZL Warszawa-Okęcie to modernise Polish Air Force Orlik TC-I
training aircraft


Major upgrade will return aircraft to service in new condition for decades of
operation

Warsaw, 19 December - The Polish Air Force’s fleet of earlier generation PZL 130 Orlik TC-I
trainer aircraft are to undergo a radical modernisation that will bring them up to the latest
global aviation standards and allow them to operate for decades to come.
Under the terms of a contract awarded by the Polish Defense Ministry, PZL WarszawaOkęcie will perform extensive structural and avionics upgrades on the 12 aircraft before
returning them for service as effectively new machines.
Designated Orlik TC II Advanced, the modernised aircraft will join 16 similar aircraft currently
being updated from the more recent Orlik TC II standard in a uniform fleet.
Work begins immediately and will see the aircraft re-enter service at 42 Air Training Base,
Radom between mid-2019 and October 2020 with lives of 12,000 flight hours ahead of them.
The two-part work package includes first the provision of new wings, tails, engines and
propellers, and then the complete replacement of the cockpit instrumentation and avionics
with modern systems.
The modernisation permits the introduction of “on-condition” instead of calendar-based
maintenance, and half as frequent checks, resulting in major operating cost savings.
Manuel Heredia, President and CEO of PZL said: “This programme will provide a costeffective route for Poland to train its future military pilots in an advanced aircraft that meets
all equipment requirements to fly in today’s regulated and controlled airspace while
remaining a fully aerobatic trainer permitting the latest instructional techniques.
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“Furthermore, the production capabilities that we gain during this work will lay the ground for
the resumption of series production of the Orlik for export customers for which we see
excellent possibilities.”
Earlier this year an additional contract was signed to develop for the Polish Air Force an Orlik
full flight simulator which will complete the suite of required instructional aids.
Notes to Editors:
The full work package consists of the following:
Structure - New wing and tail assembly; modified fuselage, engine bed and fairing
Powerplant - Upgrade to 559kW Pratt & Whitney Canada PTA6-25C engine and four-blade
Hartzell propeller.
Cockpit and Systems - Total replacement of existing instrumentation with fully digital “glass”
cockpit for student and instructor. Includes flight, engine, navigation, and warning displays;
new communication and navigation radios and systems; installation of Terrain Alert &
Warning System (TAWS) and Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS)
Total replacement of the air conditioning system, electrical systems and all wiring.
About PZL Warszawa-Okęcie
PZL Warszawa-Okęcie has been a pioneer of the Polish aerospace industry since it was founded in 1928 by
premier and Minister of War Józef Piłsudskito. Today PZL Warszawa-Okęcie is a subsidiary of Airbus that
designs, builds, services and operates aircraft with excellence and passion. In addition to the Orlik, PZL
specializes as an end-to-end supplier of harnesses and equipped structures for aircraft and satellites, and
provides outstanding engineering, maintenance and aviation services. The expertise, flexibility and efficiency of its
people create unique value for its customers worldwide.
About Airbus
Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and related services. In 2016, it generated revenues of € 67 billion
and employed a workforce of around 134,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive range of passenger airliners
from 100 to more than 600 seats. Airbus is also a European leader providing tanker, combat, transport and
mission aircraft, and is one of the world’s leading space companies. In helicopters, Airbus provides the most
efficient civil and military rotorcraft solutions worldwide.
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